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Abstract
Dependency Structure Matrix (DSM), an approach de-
veloped in the context of process optimization, has been suc-
cessfully applied to identify software dependencies among
packages and subsystems. It exists a couple of algorithms
to help organizing the matrix in a form that reflects the ar-
chitecture and highlights patterns and problematic depen-
dencies between subsystems. However, the existing DSM
implementations often miss some important information in
their visualization to fully support a reengineering effort. In
this paper we enhanced DSM with enriched cell contextual
information by showing information (i) about the kinds of
references made (inheritance, class accesses..), (ii) the pro-
portion of entities (classes/methods) doing references, (iii)
the proportion of entities been the target of the references.
We distinguish independent cycles and stress the cycles us-
ing coloring information. This work has been implemented
on top of the Moose open-source reengineering environment
and Mondrian. It has been applied to non-trivial case stud-
ies such as the Morphic UI frameworks available in Squeak
an open-source Smalltalk.
1 Introduction
Understanding the structure of large applications is a
challenging but important task. Several approaches provide
information on packages and their relationships, by visu-
alizing software artefacts, metrics, their structure and their
evolution. Software metrics can be somehow difficult to un-
derstand since they are dependent on projects. Distribution
Map [3] alleviates this problem by showing how properties
are spread over an application. Lanza et al. [4] propose to
recover high level views by visualizing relationships. Pack-
age Surface Blueprint reveals the package internal struc-
ture and relationships among other packages. A package
blueprint is structured around the concept of surface, which
represents the relationships between the analyzed package
and its provider packages [5].
Dependency Structure Matrix (DSM) is an approach
originally developed for process optimization. A variety
of algorithms exist to organize the matrix in a form that
reflects the architecture. These algorithms highlight pat-
terns and problematic dependencies among tasks. It has
been successfully applied to identify software dependen-
cies [7, 10, 11]. MacCormack et al [8] have applied the
DSM to analyze the value of modularity in the architectures
of Mozilla and Linux.
While DSMs are a proven solution to reveal software
structure, DSMs have weaknesses too. They lack provid-
ing certain information when computed and rendered. DSM
current implementations lack a fine grained information
without losing their overview ability. Certain algorithms
produce blurry cycles with the power of adjacency matrix
method in which independent cycles are merged. Moreover
detected cycles are not focused on an entity and lack of sup-
port for class extension.
Our contribution addresses such weaknesses. We en-
riched cell contextual information by showing information
(i) about the kinds of references made (inheritance, class
accesses..), (ii) the proportion of entities (classes/methods)
doing references, (iii) the proportion of entities been the tar-
get of references. We provide hints at packages introducing
wrong references. We distinguished independent cycles and
stress the cycles using coloring information. In addition, we
distinguish true cycles from independent cycles within the
same level. Finally we offer an entity-focused oriented view
of level cycle.
2 DSM Limitations
We identified a number of limitation for DSMs: merg-
ing independent cycles (Section 2.1), lack of fine grained-
overview (Section 2.2), cycles not focused on an entity
(Section 2.3) and lack of support for class extension (Sec-
tion 2.4).
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2.1 Blurry Cycles with the Power of Ad-
jacency Matrix Method
A way to identify cycle in DSM is to use the technique
based on powering the adjacency matrix. The principle of
this approach is to raise a binary DSM to its n-th power to
indicate which elements can be traced back to themselves
in n steps; thus constituting a cycle [12]. However, the in-
dicated elements do not automatically belong to the same
cycle. Indeed, it can exist several cycles with the same num-
ber of steps and the power of the adjacency matrix method
cannot differentiate these different cycles, so we have blurry
cycles.
A B C D
A X
B X
C X X
D X
Figure 1. A DSM
On Figure 1, we see that the elements A and B consti-
tute a direct cycle and the elements C and D constitute an-
other one. But if we raise the binary DSM (Figure 2(a))
to the square by applying the adjacency matrix technique,
a non-zero value appears in the diagonal for every element
(Figure 2(b)). These non-zero values mean that any of the
elements A, B, C and D are involved in at least one direct
cycle but these non-zero values do not show what these di-
rect cycles are made of. Moreover, with the partitioning al-
gorithm based on powering the adjacency matrix, we merge
these 4 elements together (Figure 2(c)) which means that
in the partitioned matrix these elements will appear as one
cycle (Figure 2(d)) - note that the grey zone represent the
cycles. So, the partitioned matrix provides a wrong infor-
mation by indicating a unique cycle (the grey area in Fig-
ure 2(d)) whereas the matrix should show two direct cycles
as shown in Figure 2(e).
So, the power of adjacency matrix method does not al-
low us to determine precisely the different cycles. However,
combining this algorithm with a path searching method
identifies correctly all the different cycles.
Notice that the DSM software Lattix does not use the
power adjacency partitioning algorithm but is using reacha-
bility matrix method.
2.2 Lack of Fine-grained Information
A traditional DSM offers a general overview but lacks
from providing precise information about the situation it
describes. We identify two kinds of weaknesses: lack of
dependency causes and lack of dependency impacts.
A B C D
A 0 1 0 0
B 1 0 0 0
C 1 0 0 1
D 0 0 1 0
(a) Binary matrix
A B C D
A 1 0 0 0
B 0 1 0 0
C 1 0 1 0
D 1 0 0 1
(b) Binary matrix
to square
ABCD
ABCD
(c) Merged DSM
A B C D
A X
B X
C X X
D X
(d) Partitioned DSM with adja-
cency matrix method
A B C D
A X
B X
C X X
D X
(e) Ideal partitioned DSM with two
distinct cycles
Figure 2. Limitation of the power of adjacency
matrix method
Lack of Causes. Dependencies can be due to several
sources: class direct accesses, class extensions (see Section
2.3), inheritance relationships and method invocation. Fix-
ing cycles may be different based on the source of linking
e.g., changing a direct reference to a class is often simpler
than changing an inheritance relationship. That is why, it is
not enough to just indicate the dependencies in a DSM with
a X (Figure 3(a)) or even with a number representing the
number of dependencies that exist (Figure 3(b)). Indeed,
indicating at least a number for each kind of dependency
(Figure 3(c)) gives a more fine-grained information and so
supports a better understanding of the situation.
A B C D
A X
B X
C X
D
(a) DSMwith
marks
A B C D
A 5
B 3
C 1
D
(b) DSM
with numbers
A B C D
A
5
1 | 3 | 1 | 0
B
3
1 | 0 |1 | 1
C
1
0 | 1 | 0 | 0
D
Number of 
inheritances
Number of 
accesses
Number of 
invocations
Number of 
extended class
(c) DSM with dependency kinds
Figure 3. Examples of references in a DSM
Lack of Impacts. In addition, the information provided
often lacks important information and does not give an idea
of potential problems. For example, knowing that a package
has 99 references to another one is a valuable information.
Such references could be done by 20 or 3 classes and these
99 references could refer to a small subset or a large num-
ber of classes. The same remark can be done for methods
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instead of classes. But knowing that these references orig-
inate only from 3 classes and 15 methods and that only 4
classes and 6 methods are referenced by these 99 depen-
dencies makes a large difference. In addition, having access
to this information without having to look at every class in
the concerned packages clearly supports the software com-
prehension.
2.3 Cycles Not Focused on an Entity
Cycles are shown in the context of complete system and
the ordering within a level is the result of the partitioning
algorithm. It makes it hard to understand the cycle (and not
the level) in which a given package is involved. In particular
when cycles inside the same level are merged, we do not
obtained an accurate information.
As an illustration, consider a package A involved in a
direct cycle with the package B and this package B is in-
volved in a direct cycle with the package C (Figure 4(a)).
We therefore have A in a cycle that also includes C but the
length of this cycle is not the same that the length of the
cycle between package A and package B. This is why it
is a valuable information to see the difference between the
lengths of the cycles (Figure 4(b)) since the used methods
to break them will not be the same. In Figure 4(b) direct cy-
cles started from the entity A are displayed: yellow shows
the direct cycles, then red the second level.
A B C
A X
B X X
C X
(a) Cycles not focused
on an entity
A B C
A X
B X X
C X
(b) Cycles focused on
an entity
Figure 4. The importance of cycles focused
on an entity
2.4 No Support for Class Extensions
A class extension is a method that is defined in a pack-
age, but whose class is defined in another package [1, 2].
Class extensions exist in Smalltalk, CLOS, Objective-C and
now partly in C#. They offer a convenient way to incre-
mentally modify existing classes when subclassing is inap-
propriate. Indeed, extending by subclassing may be inap-
propriate because that specific class is referred to, but, one
cannot modify the source code of the class in question. A
class extension can then be done to that specific class.
3 Enhanced DSM
Our apparoch takes into account the previously described
limitations and adds some functionalities that does not seem
to be offered by DSM software like Lattix [9]: (i) enriched
contextual cell information (Section 3.1), (ii) isolating inde-
pendent cycles and coloring information (Section 3.2), and
(iii) entity focused oriented view and level cycle coloring
(Section 3.3).
Dependency Strength
Dependency Kinds 
Spread
Number of
references
280
H: 3  A: 11  I: 266  E: 0 
Src: 8 - Tgt: 16
Cls: 3 (M: 118) - Cls: 8 (M: 103)
37% (42%) - 50% (36%) 
Kind of
references
(Inheritance, Access,
Invocation, Class Extension)
Number of classes in
the referencing package (Src)
and the referenced package (Tgt)
Number of
referencing classes (Cls)
and methods (M)
Number of
referenced classes (Cls)
and methods (M)
Percentage of concerned
classes and methods 
Figure 5. DSM cell with enriched contextual
information
3.1 Enriched Contextual Cell Information
As described in the previous section, current DSM soft-
ware do not provide a fine-grained information within the
overview offered by the matrix. We address this issue in our
enhanced DSM by enriching the cell contents (Figure 5).
The enriched contextual cell information shows the follow-
ing information:
1. Strength of the dependency. On the first line, we show
the number of references from a package to another
one. This number gives us the strength of the link
which exists between these packages but give no more
information.
2. Dependency Kinds. The second line shows the kinds
of reference (Inheritance (H), Access (A), Invocation
(I) and class Extension (E)) and how many references
there are for each. These numbers give us a coarse
grained information about the relationships between
packages.
3. Source and Spread of the Dependency. Finally, we
show how the references are spread in and to the pack-
ages. We give the numbers of classes in both packages
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on the third line. This information gives us an idea of
the size of the packages involved in the dependency.
On the fourth line, we indicate for the package do-
ing the reference and the package been referenced the
number of classes and methods that are actually doing
the references or been referenced. The last line express
the same idea but with percentages. This information
is important because it shows us two things: the impor-
tance of the classes doing the references and the spread
of such references on the target package. We can get
an idea of the spread and flow of the references. For
example, whether it is a small part of a package or a
big one which is source of the dependencies and ap-
proximates the necessary engineering effort to remove
these dependencies.
This enriched contextual view supports the identification
of situation by just glancing over the matrix.
3.2 Enhanced Cycle Detection
Identifying cycles is important in large entangled soft-
ware. In the context of DSM, cycle detection is often real-
ized using a path searching algorithm [6]. This algorithm
allows one to detect separately every independent cycle. In-
deed, as explained in Section 2.1, two packages, A and B,
may be in a direct cycle and packages C and D in another
direct cycle. In this case, these two cycles are identified
with path searching algorithm, which cannot be achieved
with an algorithm based on the powers of adjacency matrix.
Our approach enhances the traditional matrix by proposing:
cycle distinctions (Section 3.2), cycle nesting identification
(Section 3.2), and hints for cycling fixing (Section 3.2)).
Cycle Distinctions. Our approach distinguishes indepen-
dent cycles. It is based on the path searching algorithm [6].
With the path searching method, 2 independent cycles are
separately detected and can so be isolated from each other
in the DSM (Figure 6).
A B C D
A X
B X
C X
D X
A B
C D
Figure 6. Independent cycles distinction
Cycle Nesting. We added color information in DSM cells
to give information about cycles. Indeed, as shown on Fig-
ure 7(a), after partitioning, DSM cells involved in a cycle
have a yellow or red color. The yellow color means that
the 2 concerned packages (a DSM cell is the intersection
of 2 packages) are involved in an indirect cycle (a cycle
with more than 2 elements) while the red color means they
are involved in a direct cycle. The pale blue square frames
the whole of packages which are in cycle (it is visible in
Figure 9), contrary to the white lines and colomns which
represent packages with no cycle.
Cycle Fixing Hints. In addition, in the case of a direct
cycle, if there is a large difference between the number of
references between the 2 packages (by default, the ratio is
3), the cell that contains the least references has a light red
color (Figure 7(b)). This information allows the user to fo-
cus his attention on the references which should be solved a
priori in a first time. As shown in Figure 9, such hint is re-
ally useful to spot packages potentially introducing cycles.
A B C
A 5 6
B 3
C 1
Direct cycle
Indirect cycle
(a) Cycles repre-
sentation
C D
C 25
D 2
Direct cycle with a big difference
between the number of references
(b) Cycle fixing hints
Figure 7. Direct and indirect cycles coloring
G
1
F
12G
4F
E
E
A B C D
A 5
B 3
C 25
D 2
Direct cycle
Indirect cycle
Direct cycle with a big difference
between the number of references
Figure 8. Cell color definition
Figure 8 illustrates how to interpret the colored boxes. It
shows that there are two direct cycles: between A and B and
between C and D since they are red. The cycles are distinct
since there is no red box on the A B lines coming from the
C D columns. We see that D may be the source of problems
for the cycle with C. Then there is an indirect cycle between
E F and G since there is no red between them.
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A Concrete Example. We applied our approach to the
Morphic framework of Squeak. Note that it was never pack-
aged in a modular way, hence showing a lot of cyclic de-
pendencies. You can observe in Figure 9 a large cycle rep-
resented in pale blue. Without any color, this would be dif-
ficult to quickly distinguish direct and indirect cycles. In-
deed, direct and indirect cycles would not clearly appear,
so the observer could not easily separate them. But with
colored cells, at first glance, identifying direct and indirect
cycles is easy. In addition, you can focus your attention on
the light red cells because they indicate what are the cells
which should probably disappear to eliminate the direct cy-
cles.
Figure 9. Example of cycle detection
3.3 Entity-focused Cycle Centric View
We have seen in the previous section that our approach
isolates independent cycles and add information to them
by coloring cells to distinguish direct and indirect cycles.
However, if it is easy to see the different cycles which exist
into a given layer when there are a few number of packages,
it is much more difficult with a large number of packages.
Indeed, you do not easily know if the length of a cycle be-
tween 2 packages is short or long. This is particularly com-
plicated since an element can belong to several cycles which
do not have the same length. It is difficult to show the length
of cycles to which belongs an element.
To solve this problem, we added the notion of focused
element. Indeed, the length of a cycle between an element
and another one is relative to the first one. So, we represent
the length of the cycles relative to a chosen element that we
call the focused element. For example, in Figure 10, you
can see that relative to the element A, the elements B and D
are involved in a direct cycle with A; and the element C is
in an indirect cycle with A (Figure 10(a)). But if you focus
your attention on the element D, that are the elements A and
C that are involved in a direct cycle with D and the element
B which is in an indirect cycle with D (Figure 10(b)).
A B
C
A B D C
A X X
B X X
D X X
C X X
D
(a) Situation with the focused element A
A B
CD
D A C B
D X X
A X X
C X X
B X X
(b) Situation with the focused element D
Figure 10. Visualization of the different cycles
relative to the focused element
3.4 Cycle Level
So, to help the visualization of the different cycles in
which your focused element is involved, we introduce a
color information for every cycle level. Indeed, as shown
in Figure 11, the elements involved in the first cycle level
with the focused element (i.e., the elements which are in
cycle with the focused element and which the length of the
cycle is the shortest) are in red color. This process is re-
peated for every element which is in cycle with the focused
element: the elements which belong to a same cycle level
are in a same color. Thanks to that color information, first,
you can easily see whether 2 elements are close in a cycle
or not and second, you can count the number of elements in
every cycle level.
4 Conclusion
This paper enhances Dependency Structure Matrix
(DSM), an approach which identifies dependencies between
software packages. A DSM renders references between
packages in a matrix-like table. In addition, several algo-
rithms already exist to reorder the matrix and so reveal the
software architecture.
However, a traditional DSM does not provide enough in-
formation about the references between the packages and
about the cycles which can exist between them. This pa-
per addresses such limitations by improving the informa-
tion contained in a DSM and enhancing the way a DSM is
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Number of packages
involved in a direct cycle
with the package
corresponding to
the ﬁrst colored row
Every color corresponds to
a different cycle level
Figure 11. Visualization of different cycle lev-
els
rendered. First, the cell contents is enriched with the kinds
and spread of the references as well as with the number of
classes involved. Second, several colors are used to distin-
guish direct and indirect cycles.
Thanks to these improvements, understanding and analy-
sis of software applications are easier and thus faster. How-
ever, in future work, it would be very helpful to be able to
see directly in the matrix the consequences of the changes
brought to the application without having to change the
code and may be from that a code generator could make
itself the changes into the code from the changes realized
into the matrix.
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